World Consumption Report on Leather & Hide Tanning & Finishing


This World Consumption Report on Leather & Hide Tanning & Finishing provides data on the net consumption of Products and Services in each of the countries listed. The Products and Services covered (Leather & Hide Tanning & Finishing) are classified by the 5-Digit United States Commerce Department Major Product Codes and each Product and Services is then further defined and analyzed by each 6 to 10-Digit United States Commerce Department Product Codes. This report consists of a DVD containing the entire report web and databases. Readers can access and reproduce the information for inclusion into their own documents or reports. The tables & databases are in Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling. This database is updated monthly.

Contents:


Net consumption of Leather & Hide Tanning & Finishing Products & Services in each country.

This database covers NAICS code: 31611. Products/Services classified by 5-Digit US Commerce Department Code and then defined by each 6 to 10-Digit Product Codes.


LEATHER & HIDE TANNING & FINISHING: PRODUCTS & MARKETS COVERED:

Leather & hide tanning & finishing

Finished & unfinished leather

Sole leather, full grain & grain split, cattle hide, kip side, bag, case & strap leather

Sole leather, full grain & grain split (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Bag, case & strap leather (sides), full grain & grain split (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Upholstery leather (top grains & machine buffs), full grain & grain (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Upholstery leather (top grains & machine buffs), full grain & grain split (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Upper leather (incl patent (sides)), full grain & grain split (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Garment leather, cattle hide & kip side offal, finished cattle hide & kip side leather splits & other leather grains

Garment leather (sides), full grain & grain split (except offal & welting), cattle hide & kip side

Other leather grains, incl flat & handbag leather, lining leather (sides) & belting & mechanical leather, cattle
hide & kip side

Cattle hide & kip side offal (heads, shoulders, bellies, etc.) & welting leather, finished

Finished cattle hide & kip side leather splits, incl shoulder splits, deep buffs, buffing & fleshers

Wet blues & other cattle hide & kip side leathers

Wet blues, cattle hide & kip side leathers, unfinished

Other cattle hide & kip side leathers, unfinished

Calf, sheep, lamb & other animal leathers

All calf & whole kip leathers, finished & unfinished

Sheep & lamb garment leathers, finished & unfinished

Other sheep & lamb leathers, finished & unfinished (incl glove, shoe, fleshers, skivers & shearlings)

Other animal leathers, finished & unfinished (incl horse, goat, pigskin, colt, mule, ass & pony leathers)

Finished & unfinished leather, nsk

Contract & commission receipts for tanning or finishing leather owned by others

Furs, dressed & dyed or bleached

Receipts for dressing & dyeing or bleaching furs done in your plant on materials owned by others

Furs, dressed & dyed or bleached, nsk

Leather & hide tanning & finishing, nsk, total

Leather & hide tanning & finishing, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Leather & hide tanning & finishing, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

LEATHER & HIDE TANNING & FINISHING: 59 MARKET RESEARCH CHAPTERS:


SPREADSHEET CHAPTERS:


WORLD & NATIONAL REPORT MARKET DATABASE & SPREADSHEETS: 1332 World Database tables &


NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

1. RELATIVE CONSUMPTION - in US$ (Purchasing Parity Index applied) by Country by each Product (4-10 Digit Product Code) by Year: 1997 to Current year, Medium Term Forecast Current year to 2020, Long Term Forecast 2021-2028.

2. LOCAL CONSUMPTION - in Local Currency (Relative Inflation Index applied)


4. PRODUCT MARKETING COSTS & MARGINS

5. PRODUCT LAUNCH DATA - given as a percentage of Revenues - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

6. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CUSTOMER BASE PROFILE

7. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

8. HISTORIC INDUSTRY BALANCE SHEET DATA


10. INDUSTRY PROFILE - by Country by Year.

11. NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Readers can access & reproduce the information for their own documents or reports.

Tables & databases as Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling.
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